FORTINET AND NOVIFLOW CG-NAT SOLUTION
Solution brings together NoviFlow and Fortinet technologies for high throughput and
dynamically scalable CG-NAT services in a programmable SDN networking environment

CHALLENGES
Recent years have seen a tremendous and accelerating increase in demand for data
networking capacity from carriers and enterprises. The multiplication of mobile and
connected devices, the proliferation of streaming video-based applications, and
cloud-based services will only augment the challenge of delivering capacity and
ensuring quality as data moves from web to mobile to machines. To compound the
issue, the surge in IoT and the recent global depletion of public IPv4 addresses strains
existing IPv4 infrastructures and increases demand for CG-NAT IPv4 services.
The joint solution combines NoviFlow’s CyberMapper SDN-enhanced forwarding plane
with Fortinet’s FortiGate CG-NAT service, e ectively incorporating this service in the
SDN network. Together, the NoviFlow/Fortinet solution delivers high throughput and
dynamically scalable CG-NAT services in a programmable SDN networking environment
while reducing total customer network CAPEX and OPEX.

ABOUT NOVIFLOW CGNMAPPER
NoviFlow’s NoviWare and -CGNmapper delivers on the promise of SDN by o ering
forwarding plane solutions that can handle complex ow processing, massive
throughput, scalability, making it possible for Fortinet’s CG-NAT users to stay ahead
of today’s exponentially growing demand and ever-expanding threat horizon.
NoviFlow combines ltering and load balancing functions into a single cost-e ective
white box appliance that can handle over 1.5T of throughput (using the Barefoot
To no networking chip). It would take a number of traditional load balancing appliances
to address the level of tra c managed by a single NoviFlow appliance.

HIGHLIGHTS
Cost-e ective, dynamically
scalable, multiple Terabit
CG-NAT services
E ciently address even the
largest deployments and
enable cost-e ective
dynamic scaling to right-size
capacity for even the most
highly variable demand
NoviFlow CyberMapper
provides line-rate tra c
ltering, steering, load
balancing to Fortinet
CG-NAT tool farm and
ensures that return packets
are steered back to the
correct IP address

COMBINED SOLUTION DESCRIPTION
In conjunction with Fortinet CG-NAT services and appliances, NoviFlow reduces operating costs, while increasing reliability by signi cantly
simplifying network architectures. Furthermore, NoviFlow solutions support elastic scaling of Fortinet CG-NAT solution – at line rate – up to
Terabits of throughput at a fraction of the cost seen by other solutions. As a consequence, large network operators can scale CGN services into
the Terabit range.
CGNmapper leverages the power and exibility of the SDN match-action along with a proprietary algorithm to pin individual ows and their
public Internet response to a speci c CG-NAT tool, regardless of whether it is implemented via a VM or a physical device. CGNmapper then
maps these functions into rule sets used by Novi ow’s NoviWare to provision and control high-performance programmable data planes
forwarding up to 6.5 Tbps in a single switch, and using open standard interfaces such as OpenFlow, gRPC and P4Runtime. Flows can be
identi ed and managed using any information in the header at full line rate.
CyberMapper changes the equation on the cost, performance and scalability of delivering CG-NAT services by leveraging the power of
SDN to optimize tra c handling to these.
The combined solution allows Fortinet and NoviFlow to address larger scale deployments and get involved in scaling the highest throughput
use cases. By implementing tra c handling and load balancing functions in the forwarding plane, tra c directed to each CG-NAT device is
optimized so that the capacity of the CG-NAT tool farm can be dynamically scaled to meet network demand.
This allows stacking of CG-NAT Functions and appliances to achieve total throughput capability in the Terabit range. It also signi cantly
simpli es con guration and management of ows to tools, and fully automates the assignment and management of address spaces.
CGNmapper even provides a feedback channel enabling Fortinet cybersecurity applications to adjust network behavior in real-time.
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The combined solution allows Fortinet and NoviFlow to address larger
scale deployments and get involved in scaling the highest throughput
use cases. By implementing tra c handling and load balancing functions
in the forwarding plane, tra c directed to each CG-NAT device is
optimized so that the capacity of the CG-NAT tool farm can be
dynamically scaled to meet network demand.
This allows stacking of CG-NAT Functions and appliances to achieve total
throughput capability in the Terabit range. It also signi cantly simpli es
con guration and management of ows to tools, and fully automates the
assignment and management of address spaces.
CGNmapper even provides a feedback channel enabling Fortinet
cybersecurity applications to adjust network behavior in real-time.

DIAGRAMS OF JOINT SOLUTION

Key Features of CGNMapper
Programmable Match Action Pipeline
Terabit Load Balancing from Private (CPE) side
Terabit Traffic Steering from Public (Internet side)
Proprietary algorithm that for the life of a Private flow, and its
Public Internet response, both are pinned to a specific CGN
tool.
Enables the NAT mapping of flows, and the associated
database, to be divided and isolated to specific Tools within
the Tool Farm
Operational Dashboard to Visualize Tool state and
loads.

FORTINET CG-NAT SOLUTIONS
With the migration from 4G to 4.5G and 5G comes a migration from a
physical infrastructure to a hybrid one and a complete virtual
infrastructure with 5G. To facilitate this migration and allow for a
complete CG-NAT solution, Fortinet provides a hardware-accelerated
physical network function (PNF) and a virtual network function (VNF)
with complete feature parity. Both physical and virtual options are
powered by FortiOS to provide a comprehensive set of carrier-grade
security and NAT capabilities.

ABOUT NOVIFLOW INC.
NoviFlow Inc. provides high-performance OpenFlow-based
switching solutions to network carriers, data center operators,
government agencies and enterprises seeking greater control,
security and flexibility over their networks. NoviFlow has offices in
Montreal, Boston, Sunnyvale and Seattle, and representatives in
Asia Pacific, Europe and the Middle East.

Elements of Joint Solution
FortiGate tool farm of CG-NAT devices or VMs
To no switch(s) running the NoviWare OpenFlow NOS
NoviFlow CGNmapper Controller:
- Load Balances CG-NAT Tool Farm
- Enables Scaling capacity of Tool Farm
- Simplifies configuration and management of flows
to tools
- Provides HA solutions are link, switch, CGN Tool, and
CGNmapper Controller
- Provides APIs for integration with 3rd party
Orchestration package (if required)
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